TAFE NSW DEGREES

At TAFE NSW we have an enviable reputation for producing highly competent, industry-ready graduates. Our degrees are designed to give you the foundation knowledge and technical skills you need to excel in your chosen industry. New degree programs are currently being developed in a range of disciplines.

THE TAFE ADVANTAGE

A TAFE NSW Higher Education degree qualification is a valuable tool for building your future.

Our programs result in positive outcomes for students for the following reasons:
> degree programs are developed in consultation with industry to ensure currency and relevance
> courses focus on practical skills
> small class sizes
> caring and friendly staff
> practical, student focused teaching strategies
> internship and work experience opportunities

POST STUDY WORK RIGHTS

If you graduate with a TAFE NSW Bachelor Degree you will be eligible to apply for a Temporary Graduate Visa – Post Study Work Stream.

For more information: www.immi.gov.au/visas/pages/485
For information on employment in Australia: www.joboutlook.gov.au

For career opportunities and more details studyintafe.edu.au/bachelor studyintafe.edu.au/associate-degree

“TAFE NSW has given me an alternative pathway which has enabled me to reach my goal of higher learning. As a result, I am the first person to gain a degree in my family.”

JACINTA RING  BACHELOR OF DESIGN (INTERIOR DESIGN)
OUR DEGREES

BACHELOR OF APPLIED FINANCE (FINANCIAL PLANNING)

THE DEGREE OFFERS:
> an industry internship
> tuition from academic professionals
> an industry recognised qualification
> coverage of superannuation, funds management and related fields

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
> Business investment or financial analyst
> Client relationship manager
> Financial planner

BACHELOR OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND CARE (BIRTH-5)

THE DEGREE OFFERS:
> experience in the workplace
> a multidisciplinary approach
> a supportive learning environment
> an industry recognised qualification

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
> Early childhood teacher in long day care, preschool, integrated child and family services, and early intervention services

BACHELOR OF DESIGN (INTERIOR DESIGN)

THE DEGREE OFFERS:
> a studio-based learning environment
> an interior design internship
> tuition from well-educated interior designers
> a multidisciplinary approach

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
> Interior designer for interior design and architectural practices
> Self-employed design consultant
> Design project administrator
> Design manager

BACHELOR OF 3D ART AND ANIMATION

THE DEGREE OFFERS:
> tuition from highly experienced staff
> industry skills
> work experience in the field
> third year specialisation

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
> 3D: animator, lighting artist, modeller, programmer, renderer, rigger, texture artist
> Art director
> Character or production designer
> Concept or pre-visualisation artist
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BACHELOR OF FASHION DESIGN

THE DEGREE OFFERS:
- comprehensive study of theory and creative design practices
- tuition from industry professionals
- small, studio-based classes
- industry internships

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
- Fashion designer
- Fashion manager
- Fashion merchandiser
- Fashion buyer
- Fashion stylist

DURATION
3 years
TOTAL FEE
A$62,400
COURSE/CRICOS CODE
20506/084563C

BACHELOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (NETWORK SECURITY)

THE DEGREE OFFERS:
- business skills and technical expertise
- experience through simulated real-world training environments
- eligibility for membership of the Australian Computer Society

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
- Network/internet security specialist
- Cyber security analyst
- Intrusion detection analyst
- Network security engineer
- Network monitoring engineer

DURATION
3 years
TOTAL FEE
A$49,400
COURSE/CRICOS CODE
20524/075370J

This course is recognised by the Australian Computer Society

ASSOCIATE DEGREE OF ACCOUNTING

THE DEGREE OFFERS:
- practical skills and comprehensive knowledge
- knowledge and skills in accounting, tax, finance, statistics, marketing and law
- an industry internship in a real workplace situation

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
- Accountant
- Assistant accountant
- Bookkeeper
- Payroll manager
- Accounts supervisor

DURATION
2 years
TOTAL FEE
A$26,000
COURSE/CRICOS CODE
20522/077961C

Package your course for guaranteed entry to a relevant Bachelor Degree at the Australian Catholic University

ASSOCIATE DEGREE OF APPLIED ENGINEERING (RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES)

THE DEGREE OFFERS:
- theoretical and practical skills
- skills required to design, develop, maintain and repair renewable energy technology solutions
- coverage of a wide range of technologies
- specialisation in either electrical or mechanical/civil engineering

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
- The clean energy industry is forecast to expand significantly over the next decade
- Graduates will be able to manage available resources effectively to realise viable renewable energy projects to meet client needs

DURATION
2 years
TOTAL FEE
A$32,000
COURSE/CRICOS CODE
20502/081723E